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TerraX Minerals (TSXV: TXR)
Gwen Preston of Resource Maven visited TerraX Minerals’ Yellowknife City Gold project in the fall of
2015. She recommended it as a high-potential gold stock in August 2016 and tracks the story closely.
This report is a compilation of comments Gwen has made about TerraX in recent months.
Longtime Maven readers will remember that I visited Terrax’s Yellowknife City gold project in the fall
of 2015 (site visit available HERE). I liked it then, but the bear market kept me at bay. In the year
following the market changed and TerraX made great strides demonstrating the potential at its site.
The Yellowknife City Gold project is a large parcel of land covering an auriferous greenstone belt
riddled with structures, all right beside a city. In fact, the company has everything.













Location: The Yellowknife City gold project is right
beside the city of Yellowknife. You can drive
anywhere on the project. The Northwest Territories is
secure and easy, at least for exploration (mine
building is not easy, but is possible). And the territory
is courting new industry because the diamond mines,
which provide a huge portion of its revenue base and
its employment opportunities, won’t last forever.
Infrastructure: Roads, power lines, gas stations,
drilling companies – when your project is adjacent to
the biggest city for miles, every kind of infrastructure
you could want is right there.
Grade with scale: The property covers the north and
south extensions of the structures that hosted the
high-grade historic Con (6.1 million oz. at 16 g/t) and
Giant (8 million oz. at 16 g/t) mines. All around the
property are indications of similar geology.
Easy: The metallurgy at Con was easy. The ore at
Giant was a bit more challenging because of the
arsenic, but it could have been handled safely without
too much trouble. It’s too early to know what kind of ore TerraX would be mining because the
project’s numerous targets involve several styles of mineralization, but high grades and such
proximity to infrastructure can absorb a bit of metallurgical challenge if it happens.
Historic advantage: TerraX has this one in spades. A bankruptcy mired in bad blood meant a
huge area along strike from two rich gold mines was ignored for decades…but TerraX came
along just when things had cooled and so was able to access a trove of historic data. It saved
the company millions of dollars and years of work.
The right story for the moment: Prove that this property hosts a lot of gold. A simple story.
Cash up and in action: With $8.6 million in the bank TerraX is active and advancing.

Yellowknife was born when gold was discovered in 1934. By 1938 the Con mine was in production;
by 1948 the Giant mine was too. Both operated until the late 1990s or early 2000s.
Two points from this history matter today. One: neither Giant nor Con closed because they ran out of
ore. Two: the bankruptcy of the last Giant owner meant the Yellowknife City Gold project, which
covers the northern strike extent of the deposit, went unexplored for years.
TerraX took over the asset in 2012 and
stumbled into a trove of historic data
that bad sentiment over the Giant mine
had obscured for years. The team spent
the first year understanding old data,
locating historic drill collars, and reassaying core. They also walked,
mapped, and sampled areas of interest
and flew some geophysics.
Since then, TerraX has focused in on
the High Grade Target Area. The 10 by
4 km area covers a major flexture in the
main regional shear zone; flextures
often create openings for fluids to move
and minerals to deposit.
The High Grade Target Area offers a
host of targets. Here’s a quick overview.
Crestaurum is a shear-hosted gold zone
that has seen more work than any other
area at the project. Most of the work
comprises short drill holes, completed by an earlier operator focused on defining an open pittable
resource, but TerraX is working to track higher-grade shoots to depth and connect segments of a
disjoined zone.
Grades at Crestauram are certainly interesting, including 4.17 g/t gold over 10 metres, 12.5 g/t gold
over 4.2 metres, and 33.6 g/t gold over 2.9 metres. The shear structure hosting the mineralized body
has been tracked along 1.5 km strike and the deepest holes only went to 150 metres.
Despite being the most advanced target, Crestaurum is not TerraX’s first priority as other targets
seem to offer more in terms of size and grade.
One of those is Mispickel, which wasn’t a top target until TerraX’s first set of holes into the zone
returned some truly phenomenal grades. Drill hits included 60.6 g/t gold over 8 metres and 23.6 g/t
gold over 7.3 metres. The hits lined up, delineating a vertical zone of mineralization.

Further work has outlined three subvertical shear zones
carrying quartz veins and biotite or sericite schists: the
Main, Hanging Wall, and Footwall zones.
In late September TerraX announced first results from its
summer drill program, from four holes into Mispickel that
tested below those earlier hits. The results included:
 29.85 g/t gold over 5.5 metres in the Hanging Wall
 22.44 g/t gold over 3 metres in the Main structure
 12.47 g/t gold over 5.9 metres in the Main structure
 13.8 g/t gold over 4.7 metres in the Hanging Wall
Mid-November brought results from another eight
Mispickel holes. The holes extended the zone to the north,
with two lines of drilling completed 25 and 50 metres north
of earlier work. Two other holes extended the zone at
depth, returning gold from 40 and 100 metres below
previous hits.
The highlight hole was 10.2 g/t gold over 7.4 metres. It
came in hole 26, which hit the structure 50 metres north of
earlier work. The hit included 1 metre of 68.5 g/t gold. Hole
27 cut the
Main zone about 30 metres below that hit and returned 5
metres of 2.04 g/t gold. Thirty metres below that, hole 28
returned 2 metres of 1.36 g/t gold.
At the other end of the system, hole 29 returned 8 metres
of 6.45 g/t gold from the Main zone as well as 4.3 metres
of 2.22 g/t gold from the Hangingwall and 6 metres of 1.33
g/t gold from the Footwall. Hole 30 similarly cut two of the
three zones, returning 7 metres of 1.02 from the
Hangingwall and 3.55 metres of 0.78 g/t gold from the
Main zone.
Finally, holes 23 and 30 were drilled deeper, which also
means farther west, then the rest of the holes at Mispickel
and both ran into a new zone near their end points. Hole
23 returned 24 metres of 0.61 g/t gold, including 9.7
metres of 1.24 g/t gold, while hole 30 hit 13.4 metres of
0.47 g/t gold, both ending in mineralization. The results
suggest the presence of another zone that needs further
work.
The consistency of gold in these Mispickel holes is
promising – as TerraX steps out along strike and at depth
the system keeps returning mineralization. The steps are

not huge, but with structure-based systems like this it is difficult to understand how sections relate
geologically if you take big steps.
Three holes are yet to be reported from summer work at Mispickel. So far the zone is showing good
consistency of mineralization and structure. Two drills continue turning. One is testing known zones
down dip and along strike. The other is drilling aggressive step-out holes along the interpreted trend.
If both efforts return gold, Mispickel will have quickly shown itself to be a high-grade gold system with
scale.
Some 1.5 km south of Mispickel is Sam Otto, an area of felsic volcanics carrying two kinds of gold
mineralization – quartz vein structures and replacement-style gold – dispersed along three main
structures, known as the Main Zone, Dave’s
Pond, and Hanging Wall Trend. Initial drilling at
Sam Otto returned some promising results,
including 49.7 metres grading 1 g/t gold and 30.7
metres of 1.33 g/t gold.
This summer TerraX took 224 samples from
more than 2 km of strike along the Main and
Hanging Wall zones, in addition to the 248
samples collected at Dave’s Pond. All three
structures are visible via geophysics and lidar
surveys and while none offer a lot of outcrop
TerraX was able to sample enough rock from
each to pique interest.
Of the 224 samples from the Main and Hanging
Wall structures, 54 graded better than 0.5 g/t
gold and three carried between 3 and 10 g/t
gold. The best results came from shear zones
carrying quartz veining and sulphide
mineralization.
Dave’s Pond is a structure that TerraX just
identified recently. In August they sent a team to
sample the new target; of 248 samples, 41
graded better than 0.5 g/t gold and 16 graded
between better than 3 g/t gold. One sample
returned 66.7 g/t gold.
All told, the Sam Otto program is making TerraX
believe the area is one large mineralized system,
with a series of proximal structure-hosted veins.
TerraX did punch 4 holes into Dave Pond after
doing its sampling but before results were
available. Assays for those drill holes and from
holes probing the Main and Hanging Wall zones

are pending.
There are still more targets. Townsite is at the south end of the project and covers the direct
extension of the structure that hosted the Giant deposit. TerraX is really excited about this target,
after completing a comprehensive mapping and sampling program there this summer, and is
preparing to drill it starting in January.
Then there’s Barney, a zone that has piqued TerraX’s interest since it arrived in Yellowknife. Initial
drilling returned intercepts that were just a bit short, but then the company attacked the structure from
a different angle and the results prompted TerraX to reinterpret the zone. They had been modeling a
steeply dipping structure, but now they are incorporating ‘ledges’ in that structure where pools of highgrade gold might sit. If this is correct, the goal is to find more ledges.
Near Barney is Herbert-Brent, the zone where TerraX is finding a different kind of mineralization –
replacement-style gold – which might mean an easier way to establish a large resource, and one with
good grade as the intercepts at Herbert-Brent range from 2.21 to 13.9 g/t gold.
Last but not least is Southbelt, the
second parcel of land south of the city
and adjoining the old Con property
(see map on first page). This summer
marked TerraX’s first mapping and
prospecting effort at Southbelt and the
work returned 88 samples grading
better than 0.5 g/t gold, including best
results of 33.6 and 16.4 g/t gold.
Prospecting work showed that the Con
shear cuts through Southbelt for 5 km
and several secondary shears run
parallel to it or branch off from it.
These are really interesting targets
that have never been drilled. With this
summer’s fieldwork done TerraX now
has a list of drill targets and permitting
for that is now underway.
There are more, but rather than
continue with specific targets let me
talk big picture.
This is an area riddled with structures
that cut through prospective rock
types. That combination of structure
and rock type hosted huge deposits at
Giant and Con. Now TerraX is turning
over every stone to find the next major
gold deposit in the Yellowknife area –

and its huge property, covering most of a prolific greenstone belt, hosts numerous targets to test.
The potential at this project allowed the TerraX team to raise money even in the bear market, which
meant it hit the bull market running. The company has over $8.6 million on hand, enough to fund the
rest of its 27,000-metre drill program, and its outstanding share count remains under 100 million.
Osisko Gold Royalties owns a stake in TerraX (11%) as well as an option to acquire a 3% net smelter
royalty on the asset, something TerraX sold to stay alive in the bear market. Management owns 11%,
which I like.
TerraX has its hands full trying to advance all of the targets at the Yellowknife City project but
geologist Joe Campbell is the right man for the job. Campbell discovered Meliadine, a major
Canadian gold deposit that is now one of Agnico Eagle’s key mines. Campbell is being methodical at
the Yellowknife project – all the drilling is oriented core so they can extract as much information as
possible from each hole and immense amount of data analysis are going on behind the scenes to
piece this complicated and prospective puzzle together.
The TerraX story remains on track. The company spent the summer primarily testing for extensions to
known areas of mineralization. That’s not as conservative as it sounds, as several of the areas are
newly discovered. These targets, all on the Northbelt portion of its land package, are each developing
nicely. Not all will become mine-able deposits but it is increasingly looking like several will. The 21
holes still pending from the summer program will be interesting in that sense. And Southbelt
represents a second property with very similar potential that is essentially untested to date.
The location of these assets right around Yellowknife, the limited exploration to date for historic
reasons, and the clear and widespread prospectivity of this area to date mean TerraX definitely
remains a hold for those who own and a buy for those who don’t.
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